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I. INTRODUCTION17

Physics includes issues that have been unresolved for decades. For example, what elementary particles18

remain to be found? What is dark matter? Traditional physics theory has bases in adding quantization to19

classical modeling of the motion of objects. We think that an approach that features, from its beginning,20

quantized concepts and that does not necessarily originally address motion may prove useful.21

II. METHODS22

A. Opportunities based on observations23

Some data point to quantized phenomena for which models do not necessarily need to have bases in24

motion, even though observations of motion led to making needed inferences from the data. Examples25

include quantized phenomena with integer bases, including spin, charge, baryon number, and weak hyper-26

charge; the 24 known elementary particles and some aspects of their properties; and some approximate27

ratios, including ratios of approximate squares of masses of elementary bosons and ratios of approximate28

logarithms of known masses of known non-zero-mass elementary fermions. Other data also might be29

signi�cant. One example features near-integer ratios of dark matter e�ects to ordinary matter e�ects.30

Another example features a numeric relationship between the ratio of the mass of a tauon to the mass of31

an electron and the ratio, for two electrons, of electromagnetic repulsion to gravitational attraction.32

We develop new physics theory that correlates with such observations. We select modeling bases that33

produce quantized results. Based on quantum modeling techniques that do not necessarily consider34

motion or theories of motion, we develop models that match known elementary particles and extrapolate35

to suggest other elementary particles. We see how many observations we can match. This work suggests,36

for example, descriptions of some components of dark matter. Then, we consider so-called instance-37

related symmetries. The work then suggests more components for dark matter and suggests theory that38

explains observed ratios of e�ects of dark matter to e�ects of ordinary matter.39

B. Mathematics for harmonic oscillators40

First, we consider correlations between harmonic oscillator math and theory regarding electromag-41

netism.42

Traditional physics uses two harmonic oscillators to represent excitations of a photon. The non-43

negative integer nSA1 can denote the number of excitations for the left-circularly polarized mode and the44

non-negative integer nSA2 can denote the number of excitations for the right-circularly polarized mode.45

People consider the modes to be perpendicular to the direction of motion of the photon. People associate46

with each mode the phrase transverse polarization. For each mode, people use modeling based on a47

harmonic-oscillator raising operator and a harmonic-oscillator lowering operator. Much physics theory48

correlates with four dimensions, three spatial and one temporal. We add two oscillators. The integer nSA049

correlates with longitudinal polarization. The integer nTA0 correlates with temporal excitation. Here, the50

acronym TA abbreviates the two-word phrase temporal aspects and contrasts with the acronym SA, which51

abbreviates the phrase spatial aspects. Equations (1) and (2) represent, respectively, the left-circularly52

and right-circularly polarized modes. The symbol @0 denotes a number that is always zero. Equation53

(3) algebraically extends the domain of raising operators to include the state n = −1. The symbol a+
b54

denotes the raising operator. The subscript b denotes the word boson and anticipates uses of similar55

techniques regarding fermions. Regarding nSA0 = −1, a+
b | − 1 >= 0|0 >. Longitudinal polarization56

does not pertain. Equations (4) and (5) introduce, via the example of photons, a notion of double-entry57

bookkeeping that pervades ALG modeling. Here ALG correlates with the word algebraic and contrasts58

with PDE, which is an acronym for the phrase partial di�erential equation. Equation (6) correlates with59

double-entry bookkeeping. We use the terms TA-side and SA-side to refer, respectively, to TA-related60

aspects and SA-related aspects. Per equation (4), the ground state for each photon mode correlates61

with AALGTA = AALGSA = 1/2. Absent states that correlate with equations (1) and (2), traditional physics62

modeling for a three-dimensional isotropic SA-side harmonic oscillator points to a ground state for which63

each nSA.. is zero and AALGTA = AALGSA = 3/2.64

nTA0 = nSA1, nSA0 = −1, nSA2 = @0 (1)
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nTA0 = nSA2, nSA0 = −1, nSA1 = @0 (2)

a+
b |n >= (1 + n)1/2|n+ 1 > , −∞ < n <∞ (3)

nTA0 + 1/2 = AALGTA = AALGSA = (nSA0 + 1/2) + (nSA1 + 1/2) + (nSA2 + 1/2) (4)

nTA0 + 1/2 = AALGTA = AALGSA = nSA1 + nSA2 + 1/2 (5)

AALG ≡ AALGTA −AALGSA = 0 (6)

The above re-characterization of aspects of electromagnetism shows promise. The sum of AALG, over65

all photons, is zero. This result contrasts with the traditional physics result that, absent cuto�s regarding66

maximal energy and/or spatial volume, the sum over all photon modes of AALGTA for the ground state67

of each mode is in�nite. Perhaps, the oscillator SA0 correlates with whether an elementary particle68

has non-zero mass. Perhaps, the oscillator pair SA1-and-SA2 correlates with aspects related to charge.69

Regarding elementary bosons and their spins, perhaps the oscillator SA0 correlates with spin-0 and the70

oscillator pair SA1-and-SA2 correlates with spin-1. Perhaps, the oscillator pair SA3-and-SA4 correlates71

with spin-2 and/or aspects related to gravitation.72

Equations (7), (8), (9), (10), (11) and (12) generalize the notion of double-entry bookkeeping. Here,73

NTA|.. denotes the number of TA-side oscillators and NSA|.. denotes the number of SA-side oscillators.74

Regarding a set of n.. that satisfy equation (11), we use the term solution.75

AALGTA = Σ
NTA|..−1

j=0 (nTAj + 1/2), for NTA|.. ≥ 1 (7)

AALGTA = 0, for NTA|.. = 0 (8)

AALGSA = Σ
NSA|..−1

j=0 (nSAj + 1/2), for NSA|.. ≥ 1 (9)

AALGSA = 0, for NSA|.. = 0 (10)

0 = AALG =AALGTA −AALGSA (11)

|NTA|.. −NSA|..| is an even integer (12)

Second, we consider correlations between harmonic oscillator math and symmetries pertaining to Stan-76

dard Model elementary particle theory.77

Regarding equations (1) and (2), SA-side aspects feature two degrees of freedom, with one degree78

of freedom correlating with the ground state nSA1 = 0, nSA2 = @0 and the other degree of freedom79

correlating with the ground state nSA1 = @0, nSA2 = 0. We correlate these two degrees of freedom80

with a symmetry that features, from a group theoretic standpoint, two generators. Traditional Standard81

Model physics theory correlates U(1) symmetry with electromagnetism. The number of generators for82

U(1) is two. We correlate U(1) symmetry with pairs of oscillators for which the two ground states83

nXA(odd) = 0, nXA(odd+1) = @j and nXA(odd) = @j , nXA(odd+1) = 0 pertain. Here, XA can be either TA84

or SA and @j can be either @0 or @−1.85
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Traditional Standard Model physics theory also features SU(2) symmetry and SU(3) symmetry. SU(2)86

correlates with three generators. We correlate SU(2) symmetry with pairs of oscillators for which a ground87

state with one of nXA(odd) = 0, nXA(odd+1) = 0 and nXA(odd) = −1, nXA(odd+1) = −1 pertains. Each88

generator correlates with a Pauli matrix. For integer l′ ≥ 2, we correlate SU(l′) symmetry with sets l′89

XA-side oscillators for which the ground state features nXA.. = j for each of the l′ oscillators. Here, XA90

can be either TA or SA and j can be either 0 or −1.91

We also correlate some aspects of ground states with no symmetries. For example, for @j = @0 or92

@j = @−1, the statement nQA(odd) = @j = nQA(odd+1) correlates with no relevant symmetry.93

Equations (13), (14), (15), and (16) de�ne the concepts of closed pair of harmonic oscillators and open94

pair of harmonic oscillators. Here, j′ is a positive odd integer and j′′ = j′+ 1. One of two cases pertains.95

For one case, o2 = TAj′′ and o1 = TAj′ pertain. For the other case, o2 = SAj′ and o1 = SAj′′ pertain.96

Each of a and b is a complex number. We correlate with equations (13), (14), and (15) the phrase closed97

pair of harmonic oscillators. For cases in which equations (13), (14), and (16) pertain, we use the phrase98

open pair of harmonic oscillators.99

a|no2 = −1, no1 = 0 > + b|no2 = 0, no1 = −1 > , in which ... (13)

|a|2 + |b|2 = 1 (14)

|a|2 > 0, |b|2 > 0 (15)

either ... |a|2 = 1 and |b|2 = 0 ... or ... |a|2 = 0 and |b|2 = 1 (16)

The numbers a and b correlate with traditional notions of amplitude. We introduce notation to correlate100

with whether a number of choices of magnitudes of amplitudes is �nite or uncountably in�nite. For the101

case of open pair, equation (16) points to two choices. We use the notation that equation (17) shows.102

We correlate the symbol π.. with the concept of permutations of the set {..} of elements the symbol103

shows. Notation of the form πlist denotes the notion that any permutation of the items in the list can104

be physics-relevant. For the case of closed pair, equation (15), with no further restrictions, allows for an105

uncountably in�nite number of possible values for each of a and b. We use the notation that equation106

(18) shows. We correlate the symbol κ.. with the concept of a such a continuous set of choices regarding107

the set {..}.108

π0,−1 (17)

κπ0,−1
(18)

Table I correlates, for each of various symmetries, one of more combinations of a set of oscillators and109

values of n.. for the oscillators in the set. For each row in table Ia, either all the oscillators are TA-side or110

all the oscillators are SA-side. The symbol XA denotes one of TA and SA. The range of indices pertains111

to oscillator numbers. The symbol S1G denotes a one-generator symmetry. For our work, S1G symmetry112

pertains regarding, at least, nTA0. We allow use of the symbol π{..} for lists {..} with one element. The113

right-most column shows the contribution to the relevant AALGXA... Table Ib shows a symmetry pertaining114

to fermion solutions and the TA0-and-SA0 oscillator pair.115

Third, we discuss mathematics and applications correlating with SA-side PDE isotropic quantum116

harmonic oscillators.117

Equations (19) and (20) correlate with an isotropic quantum harmonic oscillator. Here, r denotes118

the radial coordinate and has dimensions of length. The parameter ηSA has dimensions of length. The119

parameter ηSA is a non-zero real number. The magnitude |ηSA| correlates with a scale length. The positive120

integerD correlates with a number of dimensions. Each of ξ and ξ′ is a constant. The symbol Ψ(r) denotes121

a function of r and, possibly, of angular coordinates. The symbol ∇r2 denotes a Laplacian operator. In122

some traditional physics applications, ΩSA is a constant that correlates with aspects correlating with123

angular coordinates. We associate the term SA-side with this use of symbols and mathematics, in124
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Table I: Symmetries, oscillators, and values of n..

(a) Ground-state values of n.. for various symmetries that do not mix
TA-side with SA-side

Symmetry Number of Range of indices Ground-state
Generators Oscillators values AALGXA..

None - 2 j′(odd) and j′ + 1 κπ0,−1 0
� � 1 ≥ 0 π0 1/2
� � � � π−1 −1/2
� � 2 j′(odd) and j′ + 1 π@0,@0 1
� � � � π@−1,@−1 −1

S1G 1 1 ≥ 0 π0 1/2
� � � � π−1 −1/2

U(1) 2 2 j′(odd) and j′ + 1 π0,@0 1
� � � j′(odd) and j′ + 1 π0,−1 0

SU(l′) (l′)2 − 1 l′ ≥ 0 κ0,...,0 l′/2
� � � ≥ 0 κ−1,...,−1 −l′/2

(b) Fermion symmetry pertaining to the TA0-and-SA0 oscillator pair

Symmetry Number of Oscillators Values AALGTA.. −AALGSA..

Generators Oscillators
U(1) 2 2 TA0 and SA0 −1 ≤ nTA0 0

nTA0 = nSA0

nSA0 ≤ 0

anticipation that the symbols used correlate with spatial aspects of physics modeling and in anticipation125

that TA-side symbols and mathematics pertain for some modeling.126

ξΨ(r) = (ξ′/2)(−(ηSA)2∇r2 + (ηSA)−2r2)Ψ(r) (19)

∇r2 = r−(D−1)(∂/∂r)(rD−1)(∂/∂r)− ΩSAr
−2 (20)

Including for D = 1, each of equation (19), equation (20), and the function Ψ pertains for the domain127

equation (21) shows.128

0 < r <∞ (21)

We consider solutions of the form equation (22) shows.129

Ψ(r)∝(r/ηSA)νSA exp(−r2/(2(ηSA)2)), with (ηSA)2 > 0 (22)

Some traditional applications of equations (19) and (20) correlate with equation (23). To denote this130

case, we use the term PDE|HER. Solutions include factors that are Hermite polynomial functions of131

r/ηSA. Our work generally de-emphasizes PDE|HER.132

D = 1, ΩSA = 0, −∞ < r <∞ (23)

Equations (24) and (25) characterize solutions. (See discussion pertaining to table II.) The parameter133

ηSA does not appear in these equations. Equation (26) correlates with the domain of D and νSA for134

which normalization pertains for Ψ(r). (See discussion related to equation (29).)135

ξ = (D + 2νSA)(ξ′/2) (24)

ΩSA = νSA(νSA +D − 2) (25)
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Table II: Terms correlating with an SA-side PDE equation (assuming (ξ′/2) = 1 and ηSA = 1)

Term/ exp(−r2/2) Symbol Change Non-zero unless ... Notes
for in
term power of

r
−rνSA+2 K+2 +2 - Cancels V+2

(D + νSA)rνSA K0a 0 D + νSA = 0 -
νSAr

νSA K0b 0 νSA = 0 -
−νSA(νSA +D − 2)rνSA−2 K−2 −2 νSA = 0 or

(νSA +D − 2) = 0
Cancels V−2

ΩSAr
νSA−2 V−2 −2 ΩSA = 0 Cancels K−2

rνSA+2 V+2 +2 - Cancels K+2

D + 2νSA ≥ 0 (26)

Table II provides details leading to equations (24) and (25). We consider equations (19), (20), and136

(22). The table assumes, without loss of generality, that (ξ′/2) = 1 and that ηSA = 1. More generally, we137

assume that each of the four terms K.. and each of the two terms V.. includes appropriate appearances138

of (ξ′/2) and ηSA. The term V+2 correlates with the right-most term in equation (19). The term V−2139

correlates with the right-most term in equation (20). The four K.. terms correlate with the other term140

in equation (20). The sum of the two K0.. terms correlates with the factor D + 2νSA in equation (24).141

The presence of ΩSA summarizes aspects pertaining to angular coordinates. We limit consideration to142

solutions that comport with equation (27) and, therefore, with equation (28).143

2νSA is an integer (27)

4ΩSA is an integer (28)

The set of solutions to which work above points is too broad for for our work. We de-emphasize144

solutions that do not normalize.145

We consider normalization with respect to D∗SA dimensions. A factor r(D∗−1) correlates with the ex-146

pression
∫
r(D∗SA−1)dr. A factor r2νSAcorrelates with the multiplicative product (Ψ(r))∗×Ψ(r), regarding147

which the symbol ∗ denotes complex conjugate. For r → 0+, the integrand behaves like r(D∗SA−1)+2νSA .148

The following three possibilities pertain.149

� For D∗SA + 2νSA > 0, normalization occurs for any (ηSA)2 > 0. We correlate solutions that150

correlate with this case with the term volume-like. Solutions pertain to the domain that equation151

(21) speci�es.152

� For D∗SA + 2νSA = 0, normalization occurs only in the limit (ηSA)2 → 0+. We correlate solutions153

that correlate with this case with the term point-like. In some sense, solutions pertain in the limit154

r → 0+.155

� Relevant math correlates with an expression for a delta function. Note equation (29). (See156

reference [8].) Given that −r2/(2(ηSA)2) + {−r2/(2(ηSA)2)} equals −r2/(ηSA)2, we correlate157

(ηSA)2 with 4ε. We correlate r2 with x2. People use equation (29) with the domain −∞ <158

x < ∞. We use the domain 0 < x < ∞. (Note equation (21).) We posit that the answer to159

the question of whether a function Ψ normalizes does not depend on our choice of domain.160

δ(x) = lim ε→0+(1/(2
√
πε))e−x

2/(4ε) (29)

� For D∗SA + 2νSA < 0, normalization fails. We de-emphasize solutions that do not normalize.161

For PDE-based modeling, features and applications include the following.162

Possibly, PDE-based modeling correlates with some aspects of uni�cation of the strong, electromag-163

netic, and weak interactions. We consider modeling for which 2νSA is a non-negative integer. Based on164
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the r−2 spatial factor, the V−2 term might correlate with the square of an electrostatic potential. Based165

on the r2 spatial factor, the V+2 term might correlate (at least, within hadrons) with the square of a166

potential correlating with the strong interaction. The sum K0a +K0b might correlate with the strength167

of the weak interaction. (The e�ective range of the weak interaction is much smaller than the size of168

a hadron. Perhaps, the spatial characterization r0 correlates with an approximately even distribution,169

throughout a hadron, for the possibility of a weak interaction occurring.) When coupled with a TA-side170

term and possibly with a term that includes a factor of a square of mass, the model conceptually o�ers171

bound-state similarities to the plane-wave Klein-Gordon equation. The overall Ψ(t, r) is the product of172

the TA-side Ψ(t) and SA-side Ψ(r). Based on the V−2 term, we expect that ξ′ includes a factor ~2.173

Possibly, PDE-based modeling correlates with a complement to traditional physics QFT (or, quantum174

�eld theory) for elementary particles. We consider modeling for which 2νSA is a negative integer. For175

elementary fermions, solutions correlating with νSA = −1/2 are volume-like and correlate with �elds.176

Solutions correlating with νSA = −3/2 are point-like and correlate with aspects of interaction vertices.177

For non-zero-mass elementary bosons, νSA = −1 correlates with volume-like and with �elds. After178

separating harmonic oscillator equations into equations correlating with pairs of oscillators (Examples of179

pairs include TA2-and-TA1, TA0-and-SA0, SA1-and-SA2, and SA3-and-SA4.), νSA = −1 correlates with180

point-like and with interaction vertices. For each pair, we denote the relevant D∗ by D
′′
. Here, D

′′
= 2181

and D
′′

+ 2νSA = 0.182

PDE modeling has a role in modeling elementary particles. Equations (19) through (28) (except183

equation (23)) include solutions for which equations (30), (31), and (32) pertain. Here, 2S is a non-184

negative integer.185

ΩSA = σS(S +D − 2) (30)

σ = ±1 (31)

νSA < 0 (32)

Each known elementary particle has a spin S~ that comports with equations (33) and (34).186

S(S + 1) = S(S +D∗SA − 2) (33)

D∗SA = 3 (34)

Except for zero-mass bosons, each known elementary particle and each elementary particle that our187

work suggests comports, for some choice of D and σ, with equations (30) through (34). (See table188

XIV.) Here, D does not necessarily equal D∗SA. Here, σ = −1 correlates with the notion of a particle's189

existing only in hadron-like particles or in seas the feature elementary particles that otherwise exist only190

in hadron-like particles. Here, σ = +1 correlates with the notion of free-ranging.191

III. RESULTS192

A. Elementary particles and elementary long-range forces193

We use the two-word phrase elementary particles and the three-element phrase elementary long-range194

forces.195

Table III alludes to all, but does not directly show some of, the ALG solutions that our work suggests196

have physics-relevance regarding elementary particles and elementary long-range forces. In the symbol197

ΣΦ, the symbol Σ denotes twice the spin S. For example, for 1N (which correlates with neutrinos),198

S = 1/2 and Σ = 1. Each Φ correlates with a family of solutions. Each row in table III comports199

with ALG double-entry bookkeeping. Regarding labeling for some columns, SA0 correlates with the SA0200

oscillator, for which nSA0 pertains, and SA1,2 correlates with the SA1-and-SA2 pair of oscillators, for201

which nSA1 and nSA2 pertain. People can consider that, regarding oscillator-centric columns, in each202
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Table III: Sub-families

ΣΦ σ |← .. .. TA .. ..→| |← .. .. SA .. ..→|
8,7 6,5 4,3 2,1 0 0 1,2 3,4 5,6 7,8

0H +1 0 0
1N +1 π0,−1 κ−1,−1 −1 −1 π0,−1 κ−1,−1 πL0,−1

1C +1 π0,−1 κ0,0 0 0 π0,−1 κ0,0 πL0,−1

1R −1 π0,−1 κ−1,−1 π0,−1 −1 −1 π0,−1 κ−1,−1 πL0,−1

1Q −1 π0,−1 κ0,0 π0,−1 0 0 π0,−1 κ0,0 πL0,−1

2U −1 †UTA †UTA †USA †USA

2W +1 †WTA †WTA †WSA †WSA

2T −1 †TTA †TTA †TTA †TTA

2G +1 0 −1 π0,@0

4G +1 0 −1 π0,@0

6G +1 0 −1 π0,@0

..G +1 0 −1 ..

Footnotes:
†UTA π0,−1,−2

†USA κ−1,−1,−1
†WTA κ0,0,0

†WSA π0,@0,@0
†TTA π0,@0,@0

†TTA κ0,0,0

blank cell in the table correlates with κπ0,−1 . Traditional physics would consider σ = +1 to correlate203

with the term free-ranging. Elementary particles for which σ = −1 exist only in hadron-like particles or204

in seas that feature elementary particles for which σ = −1. For σ = +1, SA-side aspects correlate with205

numbers of elementary particles and with interactions in which the particles partake. TA-side aspects206

correlate with notions of instance-related symmetries. For σ = −1, TA-side aspects correlate with207

numbers of elementary particles and with interactions in which the particles partake. SA-side aspects208

correlate with notions of instance-related symmetries. The symmetry †UTA π0,−1,−2 correlates with the209

traditional physics strong interaction SU(3) symmetry. Regarding a traditional representation, oscillator210

TA0 correlates with the color green. The other two relevant TA-side oscillators correlate, respectively211

in some order, with red and blue. Of the six permutations of 0, −1, and −2, the three correlate with,212

say, cyclic order correlate with interactions with matter 1Q particles and 1R matter particles and the213

other three correlate with interactions with antimatter 1Q particles and antimatter 1R particles. The214

value −2 correlates with erasing a color. The value 0 correlates with painting a color. Paralleling215

traditional physics theory, SU(3) symmetry correlates with sums of terms, with each term correlating216

with an erase-and-paint pair of solutions. The item †WSA π0,@0,@0
correlates with the traditional physics217

weak interaction SU(2) × U(1) symmetry. W bosons intermediate interactions that change charge. Z218

bosons intermediate interactions that do not change charge. For charged matter leptons and neutrinos,219

two charge states pertain. A charge of qe = −|qe| pertains for matter charged leptons. A charge of 0|qe|220

pertains for neutrinos. For matter quarks, the relevant charges are −(1/3)|qe| and +(2/3)|qe|. In each221

case, based on the two choices (one of a change in charge and one of no change in charge), an SA-side222

U(1) symmetry pertains. In each case, a notion of three fermion generations pertains. An SA-side SU(2)223

symmetry pertains. An overall SA-side symmetry of SU(2) × U(1) pertains. For elementary bosons for224

which σ = +1, the table shows ground states. Remarks below provide further insight regarding ΣG, 2W,225

and 2T. We correlate some aspects of ΣG with the phrase elementary long-range forces.226

The following paragraphs discuss individual rows in table III.227

The 0H subfamily includes one solution. The solution correlates with the Higgs boson. The SA0228

column correlates with abilities to interact with (at least) fermions for which nSA0 = 0. (In traditional229

QFT, the Higgs boson can interact with elementary bosons for which nSA0 = 0. In our complementary230

QFT, elementary bosons do not interact directly with elementary bosons, but do interact with indirectly231

with elementary bosons via fermion pair production, fermion-boson interaction vertices, and fermion pair232

destruction.) For the Higgs boson, the spin (S = 0) correlates with the SA-side relevance of just SA0.233

Generally, nSA0 = 0 correlates with two aspects. One is aspect is that (at least, fermion) particles234

interact directly with the Higgs boson. The other is that particles have non-zero mass. Generally,235

nSA0 = −1 correlates with two aspects. One is aspect is that particles do not interact directly with the236

Higgs boson. The other is that particles have zero mass. (Regarding 1N particles, see the discussion237

below regarding neutrino oscillations, neutrino masses, and Majorana neutrinos.)238

The 1N family includes three solutions correlating with matter elementary particles and three solutions239

correlating with antimatter elementary particles. The SA1-and-SA2 oscillators correlate with abilities to240

absorb a charge-related quantity of χ = ±3. (Here, χ = q/|qd|, in which q denotes the charge of a241
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Table IV: Excitations for the H-family and for G-family sub-families

ΣΦ σ |← .. .. TA .. ..→| |← .. .. SA .. .. ..→|
8,7 6,5 4,3 2,1 0 0 1,2 3,4 5,6 7,8 ...

0H +1 n n
2G +1 n −1 πn,@0

4G +1 n −1 πn,@0

6G +1 n −1 πn,@0

8G +1 n −1 πn,@0

... +1 n −1 ...

particle and qd denotes the charge of a down quark.) Here, the SA1-and-SA2 oscillators correlate with242

the topic of matter and antimatter. (Regarding Majorana fermions, see the discussion below regarding243

neutrino oscillations, neutrino masses, and Majorana neutrinos.) The SA3-and-SA4 oscillators correlate244

with SU(2) symmetry and three generations. The SA7-and-SA8 oscillators correlate with topics including245

at least some of handedness, chirality, and helicity and including weak hypercharge. The symbol πL0,−1246

correlates with observations of only left-handedness.247

Generally, the SA3-and-SA4 oscillators correlate with three generations and with the topic of mass248

and/or gravitation. For elementary fermions, results that table Ib shows pertain. For elementary fermions,249

oscillators in the TA0-and-SA0 pair do not participate in instance symmetries. However, between each250

of the two pairs of similar sets of elementary fermions, a U(1) symmetry pertains. (See table Ib. One251

pair of similar sets of solutions features 1N and 1C. The 1C subfamily correlates with charged leptons.252

The other pair of similar sets of solutions features 1R and 1Q.)253

The 1Q subfamily features three generations (correlating with the SA3-and-SA4 κ0,0) of each of four254

sets of particles. For each generation, each of the four particles includes one particle that can absorb (via255

a W boson) a charge-related χ = ±3 (This correlates with SA1-and-SA2.) or (via a charged T boson) a256

charge-related χ = ±1 (This correlates with TA2-and-TA1.). Interactions with W bosons preserve matter257

and/or antimatter. Interactions with charged tweaks (or, charged T bosons) convert matter quarks into258

antimatter quarks or antimatter quarks into matter quarks.259

1R elementary fermions have zero charge and, we think, zero mass.260

For each of 1N, 1C, 1R, and 1Q, the TA4-and-TA3 oscillators show a result that balances (in the sense261

of AALG = 0) the SA3-and-SA4 entry. Three TA4-and-TA3 instance-related generators pertain. The262

The TA8-and-TA7 oscillators show a result that balances (in the sense of AALG = 0) the SA7-and-SA8263

entry. Two TA8-and-TA7 instance-related generators pertain. Six is the multiplicative product of three264

and two.265

For each of 2U, 2W, and 2T, an eight-instance symmetry pertains, based on either κ−1,−1,−1 (for 2U, or266

gluons) or κ0,0,0 (for 2W and 2T). This symmetry should not be con�ated with a 48-instance symmetry267

that correlates with each of the W boson and the T± boson. (See remarks related to table VIIa.)268

We pursue the topic of instance symmetries. Six-generator symmetries for 1R and 1Q plus eight-269

generator symmetries for 2U and 2T suggest that, at least mathematically, 48 instances of hadron-like270

particles pertain. We symbolize hadrons via 1Q⊗2U. Here, we recognize that (based on the notion that271

complementary QFT need not necessarily include interaction vertices in which a gluon becomes two272

gluons) that, for some modeling, 1Q⊗2U hadrons may be considered as including virtual 1R particles.273

Perhaps, an appropriate statement is that hadrons contain 1Q valence fermions and do not contain 1R274

valence fermions. Possibly, 1R⊗2U hadron-like particles exist and boson 1R⊗2U particles serve some275

roles that people might correlate with roles of (hypothetical elementary particles called) axions. Our276

work does not point to an axion-like elementary particle. Possibly, 1Q⊗2T hadron-like particles exist277

and serve some roles that people might correlate with roles of (hypothetical elementary particles called)278

WIMPs (or, weakly interacting massive particles). (For PR001INe models, our work does not point to279

a WIMP-like elementary particle. For PR006INe models, PR0048INe models, and PR288INe models,280

people might consider some components of dark matter to correlate with the term WIMP. See table Va.)281

Table IV shows, for the H-family and for G-family sub-families, traditional physics representations for282

excitations. Here, n denotes the number of excitations for a state. Here, n = 0 correlates with a ground283

state and n is a non-negative integer. In traditional physics, 2G correlates with electromagnetism and284

S = 1. 4G might correlate with S = 2 and gravitation. Other ΣG might correlate with long-range285

interactions other that electromagnetism and gravitation.286
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Table V: Models and abbreviations regarding dark matter and dark energy

(a) Models regarding dark matter and dark energy density

Model Complementary physics theory Traditional physics theory
Dark matter Dark energy

density
Dark matter Dark energy

density
PR001INe Dark matter may

be hadron-like
particles (other
than hadrons).

Dark energy
density correlates
with notions such
as vacuum
energy, vacuum
�uctuations, or
quintessence.

Dark matter may
be axions and/or
WIMPs.

Dark energy
density correlates
with notions such
as vacuum
energy, vacuum
�uctuations, or
quintessence.

PR006INe Dark matter is
mostly �ve
somewhat copies
of ordinary
matter, plus some
hadron-like
particles (other
than hadrons).

Ditto. (Not applicable)

PR048INe Ditto. Dark energy
density correlates
with 42 other
somewhat copies
of ordinary
matter.

(Not applicable)

PR288INe Ditto. Ditto. (Not applicable)

(b) Some abbreviations regarding ordinary matter, dark matter, and dark energy stu�.

Abbreviation and phrase
• OM denotes ordinary matter.
◦ OM|DI denotes ordinary matter density or impact.
◦ OM|DI|ST denotes stu� that people correlate with the term ordinary matter.
◦ OM|ENS denotes the ordinary matter ensemble.
◦ OM|ENS|ST denotes stu� correlating with the OM|ENS.
• DM denotes dark matter.
◦ DM|DI denotes dark matter density or impact.
◦ DM|DI|ST denotes stu� that people correlate with the term dark matter.
◦ DM|ENS denotes one or more dark matter ensembles.
◦ DM|ENS|ST denotes stu� correlating with one or more DM|ENS.
• OM|ENS|ST-DM|DI denotes stu�, correlating with the OM|ENS, for which
people interpret e�ects as being DM|DI.
• OMDM denotes ordinary matter plus dark matter.
◦ The symbols ..|DI, ..|DI|ST, ..|ENS, and ..|ENS|ST pertain.
• DE denotes dark energy stu�. (DE does not denote dark energy forces.)
◦ The symbols ..|DI, ..|DI|ST, ..|ENS, and ..|ENS|ST pertain.

B. Instance symmetries and PRnnnINe models287

Work, regarding instance-related symmetries, above suggests possibilities for six instances of some288

elementary fermions, eight instances of some elementary bosons, and 48 instances of hadron-like particles.289

Table V describes four modeling cases and de�nes acronyms. To some extent, it can be useful to think290

of a PR006INe universe as including six PR001INe (somewhat) sub-universes that gravity unites. To some291

extent, it can be useful to think of a PR048INe universe as consisting of eight PR006INe (somewhat)292

sub-universes.293

For each case that table Va shows, the characters PRnnnINe denote that notion that the number of294

physics-relevant (or, PR) instances (or, IN) of the electron (or, e) is nnn (or, 1, 6, 48, or 288). The295

PR048INe case includes the notion the dark energy densities correlate with stu� and not necessarily with296

�uctuations. Above, we pointed to possibilities for 48 copies of electrons (and other charged elementary297

particles) and for 48 copies of hadron-like particles. PR288INe correlates with possible interactions298

(that, with respect to our universe, would not conserve energy at the instant of the big bang for our299
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Table VI: Instance symmetries and interactions for elementary long-range forces

ΣΦΓ σ TA-side |← .. .. TA ..→| |← .. .. SA .. ..→|
symmetry 6,5 4,3 2,1 0 0 1,2 3,4 5,6 7,8

2G2 +1 ToBeDet 0 −1 π0,@0

4G4 +1 SU(3) 0,0 0 −1 A0 π0,@0

ΣG24 +1 ToBeDet 0 −2 π0,@0 π0,@0

6G6 +1 SU(5) 0,0 0,0 0 −1 A0 A0 π0,@0

ΣG26 +1 SU(3) 0,0 0 −2 π0,@0 A0 π0,@0

ΣG46 +1 SU(3) 0,0 0 −2 A0 π0,@0 π0,@0

ΣG246 +1 ToBeDet 0 −3 π0,@0 π0,@0 π0,@0

8G8 +1 SU(7) 0,0 0,0 0,0 0 −1 A0 A0 A0 π0,@0

ΣG28 +1 SU(5) 0,0 0,0 0 −2 π0,@0 A0 A0 π0,@0

ΣG48 +1 SU(5) 0,0 0,0 0 −2 A0 π0,@0 A0 π0,@0

ΣG68 +1 SU(5) 0,0 0,0 0 −2 A0 A0 π0,@0 π0,@0

ΣG248 +1 SU(3) 0,0 0 −3 π0,@0 π0,@0 A0 π0,@0

ΣG268 +1 SU(3) 0,0 0 −3 π0,@0 A0 π0,@0 π0,@0

ΣG468 +1 SU(3) 0,0 0 −3 A0 π0,@0 π0,@0 π0,@0

ΣG2468 +1 ToBeDet 0 −4 π0,@0 π0,@0 π0,@0 π0,@0

universe) between our universe and up to �ve other universes. (Reference [2] provides details about such300

non-conservation of energy.)301

The word ensemble denotes all span-1 σ = +1 elementary particles and all hadron-like particles. The302

set of span-1 σ = +1 elementary particles varies with the choice of PRnnnINe model. (See tables VIIa303

and IX.)304

Regarding the numbers one, six, and 48, we note that 1 = 48/48, 6 = 48/8, and 48 = 48/1 and that305

(regarding denominators) 48 is the number of generators of SU(7) and eight is the number of generators306

of SU(3). Also, 288 is the number of generators of SU(17) and 288/48 = 6.307

Table Vb shows some abbreviations that we use regarding ordinary matter, dark matter, and dark308

energy. The notion that, for PR006INe, PR048INe, and PR288INe models, some stu� that measures as309

dark matter correlates with the �ve DM ensembles and some stu� that measures as dark matter correlates310

with the OM ensemble leads to needs to de�ne concepts carefully.311

C. Elementary long-range forces, their instances, and their spans312

Some aspects of physics regarding the elementary particles and elementary long-range forces to which313

table III alludes are context sensitive. For example, within hadrons, W-boson interaction vertices do not314

necessary conserve fermion generation; however, isolated interactions involving the W boson conserve315

fermion generation. Also, the photon modes of a cavity resonator are not the same as the photon modes316

of free-ranging photons.317

We explore long-range aspects of G-family physics. We emphasize SDF (or, spatial dependence of318

force) and instances of forces.319

Table VI alludes to all the ALG solutions that we suggest have physics-relevance regarding elementary320

long-range forces. This table summarizes information about instances and interactions. Each row in321

the table pertains to ground states and comports with ALG double-entry bookkeeping. Each A0 denotes322

@0@0 and correlates with an oscillator pair that does not excite. For each SA-side π0,@0 , a �rst conceptual323

excitation can be either to nSAodd = 1 and nSAeven = 0, which correlates with left-circular polarization,324

or to nSAodd = 0 and nSAeven = 1, which correlates with right-circular polarization. (We use the two-325

word phrase conceptual excitation because we are discussing symmetries that correlate with, at least,326

ground states and because interactive excitation correlates with table IV.) For each ΣGΓ, the number of327

SA-side oscillator pairs that correlate with conceptual excitation is −nSA0. Regarding the Σ in ΣGΓ, Σ328

denotes both 2S and the absolute value of the arithmetic combination across excitable SA-side oscillators329

of +2Soscillator for each left-circular excitation and −2Soscillator for each right-circular excitation. For330

example, for ΣG24, Σ can be two, as in | − 2 + 4|, or six, as in | + 2 + 4|. For each relevant TA-side331

oscillator, nTA.. = 0. In the column labeled TA-side symmetry, we show (when applicable) an instance332

symmetry based on relevant TA-side oscillators. The characters ToBeDet abbreviate the phrase to be333

determined.334

We do not extend table VI to include more items. We think that the notion that, for Σ = 10 and335

Γ = Σ, ΣGΓ would correlate with SU(9) correlates with such a limit. The number of generators for336

SU(9), SU(7), SU(5), and SU(3) is, respectively, 80, 48, 24, and eight. Eight divides each of 24 and 48337
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evenly and that 24 divides 48 evenly. Neither 24 nor 48 divides 80 evenly. Work below regarding spans338

might run into di�culties if SU(9) symmetry pertains. Other concepts correlate with the limit regarding339

table VI. One such concept correlates with a relationship between the ratio of the tauon mass to the340

electron mass and the ratio, for two electrons, of electromagnetic repulsion to gravitational attraction.341

(See discussion regarding equation (37).)342

Table VII shows all G-family solutions that table VI lists. For each row in table VIIa, the symbol343

Γ correlates with the corresponding list of one, two, three, or four even positive integers that the �rst344

column in the table shows. The column labeled count shows a number of solutions. For each GΓ, the345

number of solutions is 2|nSA0|. Paralleling uses in traditional physics theory of terms such as monopole346

and dipole, the column labeled interaction seems to provide a useful characterization. SDF abbreviates347

the term spatial dependence of force. The SDF column shows a characteristic of the force that correlates348

with the solution. The characteristic correlates with uses, in Galilean-Newtonian models, of terms such349

monopole and dipole. Here, r denotes the distance between the appropriate centers of two interacting350

entities. We assume that appropriate treatments for, for example, special relativity models and general351

relativity models, can deal with relevant concepts such as concepts correlating with the not in�nite speed352

of light. People also can arrive at each result for SDF as follows. An oscillator pair for which, in table353

VI, π0,@0 pertains correlates with a square of potential that correlates with r−2. For a list Γ with n354

elements, the square of the overall potential correlates with r−2n, the potential correlates with r−n, and355

SDF correlates with r−n−1. For SDF of r−3, the interaction that, in e�ect, the solution intermediates,356

has dipole-like characteristics. An SDF of r−3 dovetails with traditional notions of dipole. Information in357

the span column and the TA symmetry column re�ects PR048INe modeling. The multiplicative product358

of the span and the number of TA-symmetry generators is 48. (The number of generators equals a359

number of instances.) This work re�ects the PR006INe notion that most dark matter is �ve copies of360

(approximately) ordinary matter, that 4G4 correlates with gravity, and the PR006INe notion that each361

instance of 4G4 interacts with six instances of (for example) electrons. Regarding the column labeled TA362

symmetry, we address the notion of ToBeDet in table VI. An instance of traditional physics (long-range)363

photons interacts with only one instance of each charged elementary fermion. We assume that, for 2G2,364

a span of one and a TA-side symmetry of SU(7) pertains. Later, we note that 2G24 correlates with365

interactions with elementary fermion nominal magnetic dipole moments. (See table VIII.) Based on366

such, we assume that, for each ToBeDet in table VI, a span of one and a TA-side symmetry of SU(7)367

pertains. Table VIIb reorganizes, based on spin, items in table VIIa for which 2S ≥ 2.368

For each GΓ for which the solution count is three or seven, table VII re�ects a notion that a mathemati-369

cally possible solution for which Σ equals zero is not G-family physics-relevant because the solution would370

correlate with S = 0. Such a solution would correlate, in physics, with possible non-zero longitudinal371

polarization. Regarding G-family forces, we de-emphasize arithmetic results for ΣG for which Σ = 0.372

We suggest that 0G246 correlates with the Z boson and the T0 boson (or, zero-charge tweak), 0G268373

correlates with the W boson and the T± boson (or, non-zero-charge tweak), and 0G2468 correlates with374

the Higgs boson. If such is true, then table VIIa provides support for the notion that charged elementary375

bosons have spans of one and that the spin-1 zero-charge non-zero-mass elementary bosons have spans376

of six. Possibly, some aspects of theory are invariant with respect to a choice between the Higgs boson377

having a span of 48 (as might be suggested by table IV) or having a span of one (as might be suggested by378

table VIIa.) Possibly, a construct that we can label as 0G∅ correlates with 2U solutions. (See reference379

[2].) Possibly, modeling that we have not developed could provide further insight regarding, in e�ect,380

theoretical uni�cation for all elementary bosons and all elemental long-range forces.381

Table VIII discusses modeling related to electromagnetism and gravity. The table could make essen-382

tially similar points about bar magnets as the table makes about the earth. (In general, 2G2 intermediates383

interactions based on the charges of interacting objects and on motions of those charged objects. But,384

we have yet to introduce motion into our discussion.)385

Tables IX and X summarize information based on mathematics solutions that correlate with the G386

family. The tables use parentheses (that is, (..)) to call attention to solutions that seem to correlate387

with physics-relevant forces other than G-family forces. The forces other than G-family forces are the388

strong interaction; the weak interaction; and, to the extent people categorize interactions mediated by389

the Higgs boson separately from the weak interaction, interactions mediated by the Higgs boson (or, H0).390

Interactions mediated by T-family bosons correlate with 0G246 and 0G268. The acronym CHAR denotes391

the net charge of an object. The symbol q denotes net charge. The symbol m denotes rest mass of an392

object. (Technically, regarding elementary fermions, 4G4 interacts with generation.) BNUM denotes393

baryon number. The symbol B denotes baryon number. (G-family interactions correlating with span-2394

pertain only to objects that include more than one elementary particle. Baryons are not elementary395

particles. The concept of baryon number pertains for quarks, as well as for baryons, which include396

quarks.) WHCH denotes weak hypercharge. The symbol YW denotes weak hypercharge. More generally,397

the acronym WHCHCH correlates with aspects of the traditional physics topics of WHCH, handedness,398
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Table VII: G-family solutions

(a) Solutions, organized by SDF

ΣΦΓ Σ=2S S Count Interaction SDF nSA0 TA-side Span
symmetry

ΣG2 2 1 1 monopole r−2 −1 SU(7) 1
ΣG4 4 2 1 monopole r−2 −1 SU(3) 6
ΣG6 6 3 1 monopole r−2 −1 SU(5) 2
ΣG8 8 4 1 monopole r−2 −1 SU(7) 1
ΣG24 2, 6 1, 3 2 dipole r−3 −2 SU(7) 1
ΣG46 2, 10 1, 5 2 dipole r−3 −2 SU(3) 6
ΣG68 2, 14 1, 7 2 dipole r−3 −2 SU(5) 2
ΣG26 4, 8 2, 4 2 dipole r−3 −2 SU(3) 6
ΣG48 4, 12 2, 6 2 dipole r−3 −2 SU(5) 2
ΣG28 6, 10 3, 5 2 dipole r−3 −2 SU(5) 2
ΣG248 2, 6, 10, 14 1, 3, 5, 7 4 quadrupole r−4 −3 SU(3) 6
ΣG468 2, 6, 10, 18 1, 3, 5, 9 4 quadrupole r−4 −3 SU(3) 6
ΣG246 0 - 1 - - - - -

� 4, 8, 12 2, 4, 6 3 quadrupole r−4 −3 SU(7) 1
ΣG268 0 - 1 - - - - -

� 4, 12, 16 2, 6, 8 3 quadrupole r−4 −3 SU(3) 6
ΣG2468 0 - 1 - - - - -

� 4, 4, 8, 8, 2, 2, 4, 4, 4 octupole r−5 −4 SU(7) 1
� 12, 16, 20 6, 8, 10 3 � � � � �

(b) Solutions for which 2S ≥ 2, organized by spin

Σ = 2S S Monopole Dipole Quadrupole Octupole Number of solutions
(SDF = r−2) (SDF = r−3) (SDF = r−4) (SDF = r−5) (The sum is 37.)

2 1 2G2 2G24, 2G46, 2G68 2G248, 2G468 6
4 2 4G4 4G26, 4G48 4G246, 4G268 4G2468a, 4G2468b 7
6 3 6G6 6G24, 6G28 6G248, 6G468 5
8 4 8G8 8G26 8G246 8G2468a, 8G2468b 5
10 5 10G28, 10G46 10G248, 10G468 4
12 6 12G48 12G246, 12G268 12G2468 4
14 7 14G68 14G248 2
16 8 16G268 16G2468 2
18 9 18G468 1
20 10 20G2468 1

chirality, and/or helicity. In the table, uses of g and α correlate with notation from Standard Model399

physics and with results regarding charged leptons. The symbol g correlates with the phrase nominal400

magnetic dipole moment. The symbol α denotes the �ne-structure constant. Some measurements of the401

depletion of starlight emitted long ago are based on atomic hyper�ne structure and may dovetail with402

observations correlating with the 2G68 solution. (Regarding measurements, see reference [1].) Solutions403

4G4, 4G48, 4G246, 4G2468a, and 4G2468b correlate with gravity and dark energy forces. Measurements404

of increasing rates expansion of the universe, which pertain to the most recent few billion years of the405

evolution to date of the universe, may dovetail with observations correlating with the 4G48 solution and406

the notion that 4G48 correlates with at least net repulsion, if not some repulsion and never attraction.407

(Regarding measurements, see references [9] and [11].) Measurements of decreasing rates expansion of the408

universe, which pertain to a previous multi-billion years of evolution of the universe, may dovetail with409

observations correlating with the 4G246 solution and the notion that 4G246 correlates with at least net410

attraction, if not some attraction and never repulsion. (Regarding measurements, see references [3] and411

[12].) An earlier era of increasing rates of expansion may dovetail with the 4G2468a and 4G2468b solutions412

and the notion that (at least together) the 4G2468a and 4G2468b solutions correlate with net repulsion,413

if not some repulsion and never attraction. These tables do not address the topic of SDF for weak414

interaction forces. Discussion related to equation (44) correlates the range of a weak interaction boson415

inversely with the mass of the boson. The symbol γ2 correlates with anomalous moment calculations.416

Our work o�ers the possibility of modeling anomalous moments via G-family aspects correlating with417

spins greater than one. The columns labeled span pertain for the models PR006INe, PR048INe, and418

PR288INe. For PR001INe modeling, each span is one.419
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Table VIII: Some modeling facets that correlate with electromagnetism and gravity

Aspect Discussion G-family
solutions

Electromagnetism ...
• Regarding the earth, it could be appropriate to model at
least three aspects of electromagnetism - one monopole
aspect, one dipole aspect, and one quadrupole aspect.
◦ The earth might have a net charge and therefore a
non-zero monopole e�ect.

2G2

◦ The earth has a non-zero magnetic dipole moment, as
evidenced by people's use of compasses and by the
existence of van Allen belts.

2G24

◦ The earth's axis of rotation does not equal the axis
people associate with the magnetic dipole moment. An
observer away from the earth can detect a quadrupole-like
e�ect based on the rotation of the axis of dipole moment
relative to a perceived-as-static axis of rotation for the
earth. The word precession pertains.

2G248

• Regarding an electron, it could be appropriate to model
at least three aspects of electromagnetism - one monopole
aspect, one dipole aspect, and one quadrupole aspect.
◦ An electron has charge as a monopole aspect. 2G2
◦ An electron has magnetic moment as a dipole aspect. 2G24
◦ For an electron, Larmor precession correlates with a
quadrupole aspect.

2G248

• Regarding any elementary fermion (including an
electron), it can be appropriate to model yet other
(beyond charge, nominal magnetic moment, and the
possible quadrupole aspect) aspects of electromagnetism.
◦ Anomalous magnetic dipole moment provides an
example.

γ2 †

Gravitation ...
• Regarding almost any object, it could be appropriate to
model at least the following two aspects of gravitation. We
correlate 4G48 (along with 4G246, 4G2468a, and 4G2468b)
with the phrase gravity and/or dark energy forces.
◦ A monopole aspect that people might correlate with
mass.

4G4

◦ A dipole aspect that people might correlate with
rotation.

4G48

Relationships between electromagnetism and gravitation ...
• It might be di�cult to develop comprehensive models
that completely separate a concept of electromagnetism
from a concept of gravitation. The term V−2 and its
possible applicability to either electromagnetism or gravity
hints at this di�culty. (See table II and related discussion
about uni�cation of forces.) The concept of anomalous
moments supports notions of such di�culty.
◦ Anomalous magnetic dipole moment. 6G24∈ γ2 †
◦ Anomalous gravitational dipole moment. 6G24∈ γ4 †

† Regarding γ2 and γ4, see table IX.

Tables IX and X point to the following concepts. Solutions ΣGΓ for which Σ ∈ Γ correlate with420

concepts of nominal long-range forces correlating with, for example, electromagnetism, gravitation, and421

dark energy forces. Solutions ΣGΓ for which Σ /∈ Γ and Σ 6= 0 correlate with anomalous moments with422

regard to each γ ∈ Γ. Some solutions, such as 2G68, ΣGΓ for which Σ /∈ Γ and Σ 6= 0 correlate only with423

interactions involving transitions within multi-component objects.424

Perhaps, regarding elementary long-range forces, a good use of the word photon correlates with all 2GΓ425

for which 2 ∈ Γ. If so, in PRnnnINe models other than PR001INe, photons interact with DM|ENS|ST. In426

PRnnnINe models other than PR001INe, the 2G68 solution correlates with a means for DM|ENS|ST to427

interact with photons emitted by OM|ENS|ST. Perhaps, a good use of the word graviton correlates with428

all 4GΓ for which 4 ∈ Γ. If so, gravitons correlate with both monopole gravity and dark energy forces.429
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Table IX: G-family monopole and dipole solutions, organized by SDF

Known ΣΦΓ S SDF Span
Phenomena Example Use (Σ = 2S) (PRj..,
(In e�ect, the solution symbol other j ≥ 006)
correlates or interacts with ...) than

ΣG
(Strong interaction forces) (2U) (′′0G0′′) (1) (r0) (6)
CHAR {or, charge} q 2G2 1 r−2 1
Gravity, rest energy m 4G4 2 r−2 6
BNUM {or, baryon number} B 6G6 3 r−2 2
WHCH {or, weak hypercharge} YW 8G8 4 r−2 1
Nominal magnetic dipole moment g ≈ 2 2G24 1 r−3 1
Anomalous magnetic dipole moment ∝ α2 γ2 6G24 3 r−3 1

2G46 1 r−3 6
10G46 5 r−3 6

Hyper�ne structure {atomic states} 2G68 1 r−3 2
14G68 7 r−3 2

Anomalous magnetic dipole moment ∝ α1 γ2 4G26 2 r−3 6
Anomalous magnetic dipole moment ∝ α3 γ2 8G26 4 r−3 6
Gravity and/or dark energy forces 4G48 2 r−3 2

12G48 6 r−3 2
Anomalous magnetic dipole moment ∝ α2 γ2 6G28 3 r−3 2
Anomalous magnetic dipole moment ∝ α4 γ2 10G28 5 r−3 2

Table X: G-family quadrupole and octupole solutions, organized by SDF

Known ΣΦΓ S SDF Span
Phenomena Example Use (Σ = 2S) (PRj..,
(In e�ect, the solution symbol other j ≥ 006)
correlates or interacts with ...) than

ΣG
Precessing magnetic dipole
moment

2G248 1 r−4 6

6G248 3 r−4 6
10G248 5 r−4 6
14G248 7 r−4 6

Precessing dipole moment {?} 2G468 1 r−4 6
6G468 3 r−4 6
10G468 5 r−4 6
18G468 9 r−4 6

(Weak interaction forces) (Z, ∈2W) (0G246) (1) - (6)
(Weak interaction forces) (T0, ∈2T) � � � �
Gravity and/or dark energy
forces

4G246 2 r−4 1

8G246 4 r−4 1
12G246 6 r−4 1

(Weak interaction forces) (W, ∈2W) (0G268) (1) - (1)
(Weak interaction forces) (T±, ∈2T) � � � �

4G268 2 r−4 6
12G268 6 r−4 6
16G268 8 r−4 6

(Weak interaction forces) (H0, ∈0H) (0G2468) (0) - (1)
Gravity and/or dark energy
forces

4G2468a 2 r−5 1

Gravity and/or dark energy
forces

4G2468b 2 r−5 1

8G2468a 4 r−5 1
8G2468b 4 r−5 1
12G2468 6 r−5 1
16G2468 8 r−5 1
20G2468 10 r−5 1
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Table XI: Explanations for inferred ratios of density of dark matter to density of ordinary matter or
inferred ratios of impact of dark matter to impact of ordinary matter

The ratio .. of amount or e�ects of dark matter to amount or e�ects of ordinary matter
pertains regarding .. .

1. People infer the ratio based on measurements of .. .

2. We o�er an explanation of .. .

Five-plus to one (' 5 : 1), regarding stu� in the observable universe.

1. CMB (or, cosmic microwave background) radiation. [4]

2. The ratio correlates with the ratio of �ve DM|ENS to one OM|ENS, plus the
existence of OM|ENS|ST-DM|DI.

Five-plus to one (' 5 : 1), regarding stu� in some galaxy clusters.

1. Gravitational lensing. [7] and [10]

2. The ratio correlates with the ratio of �ve DM|ENS to one OM|ENS, plus the
existence of OM|ENS|ST-DM|DI.

Zero to one or zero-plus to one (' 0 : 1), regarding long-ago states of some then newly
formed galaxies.

1. Velocities of motion of stars within galaxies (or, galaxy rotation curves). [5]

2. The ratio correlates with a scenario for the formation and early evolution of some
galaxies. (See tables XII and XIII.)

Between zero to one (' 0 : 1) and one to one (< 1 : 1), regarding a galaxy that has at
less dark matter stu� than ordinary matter stu� and possibly is nearly entirely ordinary
matter (' 0 : 1).

1. Velocities of motion of stars within the galaxy (or, galaxy rotation curve). [14]

2. The ratio correlates with a lack of accumulation of stu� correlating with dark
matter ensembles. (See tables XII and XIII.)

Somewhat less than four to one (/ 4 : 1), regarding some galaxies.

1. Gravitational lensing, by such galaxies, of light that passes near each galaxy. [6]

2. The ratio correlates with the ratio of �ve DM|ENS to one OM|ENS; e�ects on one
DM|ENS|ST, of 4G48 early during galaxy formation; and eventual accumulation of
DM|DI|ST correlating with the other four DM|ENS. (See tables XII and XIII.)

One to one (u 1 : 1), regarding the absorption (by stu� in the observable universe) of one
frequency of light, mostly emitted long ago by stars.

1. Depletion of starlight. [1]

2. The ratio correlates with absorption via interactions mediated by 2G68. 2G68 has
a span of 2. Dark matter hydrogen atom analogs provide for half of the absorption.
(See discussion related to table IX.)

One to somewhat more than zero (1 :> 0), regarding some dark matter galaxies.

1. Amount of light emitted by some galaxies with few visible stars. [13]

2. The ratio correlates with a galaxy formation scenario for DM|ENS-centric galaxies
that parallels a galaxy formation scenario for OM|ENS-centric galaxies. (See tables
XII and XIII.)

D. Explanations for ratios of dark matter e�ects to ordinary matter e�ects430

PR006INe explains each of the DM|DI-to-OM|DI (or, dark matter density or impact to ordinary matter431

density or impact) ratios that table XI shows. (Regarding symbols such as DM|DI, see table Vb.) To the432

extent the �rst two ratios that table XI shows exceed �ve to one, arc-based or tweak-based hadron-like433

particles provide for the excess. PR048INe models and PR288INe models comport with PR006INe results434

regarding DM|DI-to-OM|DI ratios.435
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E. Dark energy forces, the cosmology timeline, the rate of expansion of the universe, and a436

scenario for galaxy formation and evolution437

We think that the events and eras that tables XII and XIII show comport with known data; reasonably438

veri�ed or likely aspects of traditional physics theory; and each of PR006INe models, PR048INe models,439

and PR288INe models. Some aspects do not necessarily dovetail well with PR001INe models. For the sake440

of simplicity, we discuss PR006INe modeling. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that a concept of big441

bang pertains. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that a concept of an in�ationary epoch pertains. This442

discussion de-emphasizes various astrophysics objects and phenomena. De-emphasized objects include443

quasars and black hole jets. De-emphasized phenomena include collisions between galaxies. Some items444

in tables XII and XIII correlate with known or hypothesized happenings that traditional physics models445

discuss. Regarding each of some of the items tables XII and XIII show, discussion in the tables features446

notions that our complementary physics theory suggests and traditional physics theory does not include.447

Table XIII suggests key steps in the early evolution of galaxies that form early in the evolution of the448

universe. People might assume that some traditional physics theory does not comport with the scenario449

we suggest. An example of pushback might feature concerns that some traditional models suggest that a450

signi�cant role for SIDM (or, self-interacting dark matter) in galaxy formation would lead to galaxies that451

are smaller than actual galaxies. Perhaps, people might view such pushback cautiously. Perhaps, such452

models include assumptions not supported by observations. Likely, such models do not correlate with453

range of G-family phenomena we suggest. Possibly, observations support some aspects of such G-family454

phenomena. The concept that, within an ordinary matter intensive galaxy, dark matter can form a halo455

may constitute observation of e�ects correlating with the 2G248 solution and/or the 2G468 solution. For456

example, a precessing magnetic dipole moment (correlating with the quadrupole 2G248 solution) could457

correlate with the ordinary matter centric core of the galaxy.458

F. Dark energy densities459

Equation (35) shows an inferred ratio of present density of the universe of DE (or, dark energy stu�)460

to present density of the universe of OMDM (or, ordinary matter plus dark matter). (See table Vb and461

reference [4].) We know of no inferences that would not comport with a steady increase, regarding such462

DE|DI:OMDM|DI density ratios, from approximately zero, with time since somewhat after the big bang.463

inferred ΩΛ/(Ωb + Ωc) ≈ 2.2 (35)

For PR001INe modeling and PR006INe modeling, traditional physics thinking might correlate with464

such ratios. (See table Va.) For PR048INe modeling and PR288INe modeling, such ratios might correlate465

with e�ects of interactions between OMDM|ENS|ST and DE|ENS|ST. These interactions would involve,466

in e�ect, transfers of information via elementary particles with PR048INe spans of eight or 48. Here,467

eight equals 48/6 and correlates with six-instance instance symmetry that we correlate with SU(2)×U(1)468

and with elementary fermions. We suggest that 1N particles and 1R particles have PR048INe spans of469

eight. We suggest the possibility that 0H particles (or, Higgs bosons) have a span of 48. Thus, we suggest470

interactions that might correlate with inferred values of ΩΛ/(Ωb + Ωc).471

G. Motion, kinematics conservation laws, and approximate conservation of fermion generation472

We now include theory regarding kinematic conservation laws and regarding conservation of generation.473

We consider G-family solutions and results that table VIIa shows. In traditional physics, Poincare-474

group symmetries correlate with modeling via special relativity. Poincare-group symmetries feature475

one S1G (or, one-generator) TA-side symmetry and three SU(2) three-generator SA-side symmetries.476

The S1G symmetry correlates with conservation of energy and the SU(2) symmetries correlate with477

conservation of momentum, conservation of angular momentum, and boost symmetry. We correlate the478

S1G symmetry with the oscillator TA0. We correlate conservation of energy with the TA-side symmetries479

to which tables VIIa and VI allude. For example, for 2G2, 2G24, and 8G8, conservation of energy480

correlates with the three TA-side oscillator pairs TA6-and-TA5, TA4-and-TA3, and TA2-and-TA1 and481

the oscillator TA0. For kinematics modeling and in conjunction with AALG = 0, we consider three SA-482

side oscillator pairs and the notion that each pair correlates with an SU(2) symmetry. Regarding 4G4 (or,483

monopole gravity) and other G-family solutions for which a TA-side symmetry of SU(3) pertains, based484

on the notion that conservation of energy correlates with a TA-side SU(7) symmetry, we consider for485
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Table XII: Some elements for a cosmology timeline, assuming PR006INe modeling and some other
assumptions (�rst of two tables)

Timeline elements (Elements are not necessarily mutually exclusive regarding
happenings. Elements do not necessarily occur strictly in the order we show.)

1. A big bang occurs. For an instant (with respect to modeling based on
space-time coordinates), conservation of energy does not pertain. (See
reference [2].) Energy populates G-family states 2G2, ΣG24, ΣG246,
ΣG2468a, and/or ΣG2468b. Population occurs somewhat equally with
respect to relevant instances.

2. For each relevant instance and for each type of elementary fermion, fermion
pair production occurs. Such pair production converts some energy
correlating with G-family states into equal amounts of matter elementary
fermions and antimatter elementary fermions. Elementary fermions for
which σ = −1, that is quarks and arcs, exist in seas.

3. The following occur. (We are not certain regarding temporal overlaps
and/or ordering regarding these happenings.)

(a) Seas undergo phase transitions, leading to predominance of 1Q⊗2U
hadron-like particles and possibly other hadron-like particles such as
1R⊗2U particles. Each relevant ensemble correlates with a set of such
particles.

(b) Interactions involving charged 2W particles convert, for each relevant
ensemble, most antimatter charged leptons into antimatter neutrinos
and convert a similar amount of matter neutrinos into matter charged
leptons. (For ensembles other than the ordinary matter ensemble, this
statement de�nes the two one-word terms matter and antimatter.)
Interactions involving charged 2T particles convert, for each relevant
instance, most antimatter quarks into matter quarks. People correlate
with the result of this process, the term baryon asymmetry.

i. For PR006INe models (but not necessarily for PR048INe models
or PR288INe models), to the extent neutrinos behave as Dirac
fermions, neutrino asymmetry occurs and antimatter neutrinos
dominate the directly observable cosmic neutrino background.

(c) An in�ationary epoch occurs.

4. Expansion, within each relevant ensemble and based on repulsive SDF r−5

G-family forces, pertains regarding then current and later extant objects.
Such objects range from at least as big as hadron-like particles to at least
as big as galaxy �laments.

5. Clumping, within each relevant ensemble and based on attractive SDF r−4

G-family forces, pertains regarding then current and later extant objects.
Smaller objects clump before larger objects clump.

6. Hadron-like particles - singly and/or in small clumps - become potential
bases for and/or form atomic nuclei.

7. Atoms form. CMB (cosmic microwave background radiation) begins to
propagate freely. The combination of atomic physics and electromagnetism
(or, G-family spin-1 phenomena) has entered an era which SDF r−2

phenomena dominate. Ordinary matter CMB exhibits little evidence
regarding the possible (regarding PR048INe models and PR288INe models)
existence dark energy stu�.

8. (See table XIII.)

kinematics two SA-side oscillator pairs, with each pair correlating with SU(2) symmetry. These two pairs486

correlate with conservation of momentum and conservation of angular momentum, but not with boost487

symmetry. Regarding the solutions 6G6, ΣG28, ΣG48, and ΣG68, tables VI and VIIa show TA-side SU(5)488

symmetries. An SU(7) conservation of energy symmetry implies, in e�ect, the applicability of just one of489

conservation of momentum and conservation of angular momentum. We think that (somewhat parallel to490

Mossbauer e�ect), for 2G68 and the other G-family solutions for which TA-side SU(5) symmetry pertains,491

the solutions correlate with interactions involving multi-elementary-particle objects. Correlating 2G68492
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Table XIII: Some elements for a cosmology timeline, assuming PR006INe modeling and some other
assumptions (second of two tables)

Timeline elements (Elements are not necessarily mutually exclusive regarding
happenings. Elements do not necessarily occur strictly in the order we show.)

1. (See table XII.)

2. Within each relevant ensemble, SDF r−4 4G-solution attractive forces have
catalyzed clumping that eventually leads to stars and galaxies that feature
stu� from just that ensemble. Regarding a potentially galaxy-sized clump,
SDF r−3 4G-solution repulsive forces have repelled stu� correlating with
one ensemble.

3. Some stars form. Objects the size of stars have entered an era that
correlates with SDF r−2 4G-solution attractive forces. A star features stu�
correlating with one ensemble.

4. Some galaxies form. Objects the size of galaxies have entered an era that
correlates with SDF r−2 4G-solution attractive forces. A galaxy features
stu� correlating with one ensemble.

5. Galaxies evolve. A galaxy can attract, via SDF r−2 4G-solution attractive
forces, stu� correlating primarily with its own ensemble and with four other
ensembles. Within a galaxy, early black holes correlate primarily with the
originally dominant (within the galaxy) ensemble and can accrue stu�
correlating with other ensembles.

6. Material that does or will correlate with a galaxy cluster can be equally
balanced with respect to six ensembles.

7. The dominant 4G-solution force within a galaxy cluster and between
neighboring galaxy clusters becomes the SDF r−2 4G-solution attractive
force.

8. The dominant 4G-solution force between galaxy �laments can remain (for
some time) SDF r−3 4G-solution repulsive force. People observe continuing
acceleration in the rate of expansion of the universe. Overtime, the
dominant force between each of two neighboring galaxy �laments becomes
the SDF r−2 4G-solution attractive force. Overall, transitions from SDF
r−3 4G-solution repulsive force to SDF r−2 4G-solution attractive force
occur sooner for pairs of smaller neighboring galaxy �laments than for pairs
of larger galaxy �laments.

with hyper�ne transitions in hydrogen atoms provides an example. (See tables IX and XI.)493

We discuss one way to model aspects of hadron-like particles. For 2U and 2T solutions, oscillators SA0,494

SA1, and SA2 provide a relevant S1G symmetry (via SA0) and a relevant SU(2) symmetry (via SA1-495

and-SA2). (See table III.) Paralleling work regarding the G-family and, for example, 4G4, kinematics496

modeling features two TA-side SU(2) symmetries. For 1Q and 1R, the TA4-and-TA3 oscillator pair497

correlates with a TA-side SU(2) symmetry. For hadron-like particles, together, the three TA-side SU(2)498

symmetries, correlate with conservation of momentum, conservation of angular momentum, and boost499

symmetries. In our work, complementary modeling for a (hypothetically) lone 1Q or 1R particle does not500

include an ability for that particle to both emit and absorb one (that is, the same) elementary boson. Such501

modeling correlates with a lack of free-ranging quarks. Emission of a gluon by one quark and absorption502

of the gluon by another quark correlates with converting a combination of one SA-side S1G symmetry503

and three TA-side SU(2) symmetries into Poincare-group symmetry (or, one TA-side S1G symmetry and504

three SA-side SU(2) symmetries).505

The above discussion about hadron-like particles suggests possibilities for using models for which neither506

the dynamics of gluons nor the dynamics of quarks correlates with Poincare-group symmetry (or, special507

relativity).508

We discuss a notion of an approximate symmetry correlating with the term conservation of fermion509

generation. A su�ciently isolated interaction between an elementary fermion and a W boson conserves510

the generation of the fermion. For example, emission by an electron (which is a generation-one lepton) of511

a W− boson produces a generation-one neutrino. Within a hadron, pairs of interactions mediated by W512

bosons can lead to a change in generation for a quark. This change in quark generation runs counter to513

the notion of su�cient isolation. Possibly, su�ciently isolated interactions mediated by bosons that have514
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span-1 in all four PRnnnINe models exhibit conservation of fermion generation. Possibly, interactions515

mediated by bosons that correlate with span-2 or span-6 in PR006INe models do not exhibit conservation516

of fermion generation. We note that monopole gravity (or, 4G4) has a span of six in all PRnnnINe models517

except PR001INe.518

IV. DISCUSSION519

A. Possible complements to aspects of traditional physics QED, QCD, and QFT; plus520

anomalous magnetic dipole moments521

Results regarding γ2 suggest that our work points to a complement to traditional physics QED (or,522

quantum electrodynamics). (See table IX.) Regarding anomalous magnetic dipole moments, we suggest,523

for each power of α, a �nite number of terms, whereas, for each power of α, traditional QED features a524

conditionally convergent sum. As yet, our work needs to rely on observations and/or traditional QED to525

provide information su�cient to determine the strength for each power. However, reference [2] suggests526

that, given results regarding electrons and muons, people can use our complementary QED to calculate,527

for a tauon, an α2 contribution (to the tauon anomalous magnetic dipole moment) that matches a �rst-528

order contribution people estimate via traditional QED.529

Per discussion above, possibly PDE modeling provides for a complement to QCD (or, quantum chro-530

modynamics) and possibly PDE modeling points to a way to extend QFT (or, quantum �eld theory) to531

correlate with existence and properties of elementary particles.532

Regarding our complementary QFT, the following statements pertain. An interaction vertex correlates533

with a point-like value of νSA. That value can be either −3/2 or −1. Across incoming �elds, the sum of534

the values of the �eld-like νSA equals the point-like νSA for the interaction vertex. Across outgoing �elds,535

the sum of the values of the �eld-like νSA equals the point-like νSA for the interaction vertex. For the case536

of a vertex with point-like νSA = −3/2, one elementary boson �eld enters, one elementary fermion �eld537

enters, one elementary boson �eld exits, one elementary fermion �eld exits, and no more than one of the538

elementary boson �elds correlates with a ground (or, empty) state. For the case of a vertex with point-539

like νSA = −1, either one elementary boson enters and one elementary fermion matter-and-antimatter540

pair exits or one elementary fermion matter-and-antimatter pair enters and one elementary boson exits.541

Throughout our complementary QFT, an elementary fermion (or one of its direct successor elementary542

fermions) does not absorb an elementary boson that the elementary fermion created.543

Regarding our complementary QFT, such simplicity correlates with the results that table IX shows544

via the use of the symbol γ2 and the appearance of various powers of α. Also, whereas traditional QFT545

includes interactions in which one boson enters and two bosons leave, our complementary QFT handles546

such interactions via production of virtual fermion matter-and-antimatter pairs. For example, a gluon can547

produce a virtual matter-and-antimatter pair of arcs (or, 1R particles) and the pair of arcs can produce548

one gluon before annihilation of the pair and one gluon correlating with annihilation of the pair. Or, a549

Higgs boson can decay by �rst producing a matter-and-antimatter pair of virtual charged leptons.550

B. Roles for PDE solutions, regarding suggesting new elementary particles551

Table XIV shows PDE solutions germane to the topic of the elementary particles that nature includes.552

Table XIVa shows solutions for which 2νSA is an odd negative integer and D∗SA = 3 pertains. For553

each row in the table, we use the radial component of a D-dimensional solution as the radial solution554

of a D∗SA-dimensional solution and then add angular coordinates correlating with D∗SA = 3 dimensions.555

For each row in the table, ΩSA and σ pertain to the D-dimensional solution. For each row in the table,556

the D-dimensional radial solution and the D∗SA-dimensional radial solution share a common value of S557

and share a common value of |ΩSA|. D∗SA-dimensional solutions for which ν = −1/2 are volume-like.558

D∗SA-dimensional solutions for which νSA = −3/2 are point-like. We assume that volume-like solutions559

correlate with �eld-like constructs and that point-like solutions correlate with particle-like constructs.560

The right-most two columns propose correlating families of elementary particles with solutions. The561

symbol m denotes mass. The C family includes the known charged leptons and no other particles. The N562

family includes the known neutrinos and no other particles. The 1Q particles include the known quarks563

and no other particles. We point to the possibility that nature includes 1R particles. We assume that the564

lack of a volume-like solution that would correlate with 3C and 3N correlates with the notion that the565

point-like solution that correlates with 3C and 3N is not physics-relevant. Reference [2] discusses reasons566

correlating with the notion that nature might not include elementary fermions for which Σ ≥ 3. Below,567
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Table XIV: PDE solutions for all elementary particles other than gluons and G-family entities

(a) Fermion-centric PDE solutions

D∗SA νSA D∗SA + 2νSA S ΩSA σ D D D + 2νSA 2S + 1 ΣΦ
(m 6= 0) (m ≈ 0)

3 −1/2 2 1/2 3/4 +1 (5− 4Ω)/2 1 0 2 1C 1N
3 −1/2 2 1/2 −3/4 −1 (5− 4Ω)/2 4 3 2 1Q 1R
3 −1/2 2 3/2 −15/4 −1 (5− 4Ω)/2 10 9 4 (3Q) (3R)
3 −1/2 2 ...
3 −3/2 0 3/2 15/4 +1 (21− 4Ω)/6 1 −2 4 (3C) (3N)
3 −3/2 0 1/2 3/4 +1 (21− 4Ω)/6 3 0 2 1C 1N
3 −3/2 0 1/2 −3/4 −1 (21− 4Ω)/6 4 1 2 1Q 1R
3 −3/2 0 3/2 −15/4 −1 (21− 4Ω)/6 6 3 4 (3Q) (3R)
3 −3/2 0 ...

(b) Relationships between some PDE parameters for ΣW, ΣH, and ΣT
solutions

D∗SA νSA D∗SA + 2νSA S ΩSA σ D D D + 2νSA 2S + 1 ΣΦ
3 −1 1 1 2 +1 3− Ω 1 −1 3 2W
3 −1 1 0 0 +1 3− Ω 3 1 1 0H
3 −1 1 0 0 −1 3− Ω 3 1 1 (0T)
3 −1 1 1 −2 −1 3− Ω 5 3 3 2T
3 −1 1 2 −6 −1 3− Ω 9 7 5 (4T)
3 −1 1 ...

we discuss the topic of the extent to which neutrinos have non-zero-mass. (See discussion of neutrino568

oscillations, neutrino masses, and Majorana neutrinos.)569

Table XIVb shows solutions for which 2νSA is an even negative integer and and D∗SA = 3 pertains.570

Solutions for which D∗SA = 3 and νSA = −1 are volume-like. The right-most column proposes correlating571

families of elementary particles with solutions. The W family includes the known Z and W bosons and572

no other particles. The H family includes the known Higgs boson and no other particles. We think573

that, for the purposes of elementary-particle physics, the 0T solution is the same as the 0H solution.574

We point to the possibility that nature includes 2T particles. Reference [2] discusses reasons correlating575

with the notion the nature might not include non-zero-mass elementary bosons for which Σ ≥ 4. One576

reason correlates with the notion that squares of masses for some 4T elementary particles would likely577

be negative. Assuming that one counts antiparticles as being distinct from particles and that one ignores578

results for rows that correlate with parenthesized ΣΦ, the column labeled 2S + 1 provides the number of579

elementary particles correlating with ΣΦ.580

C. Lack of elementary particle magnetic monopoles, elementary particle electric dipole581

moments, and a neutron electric dipole moment582

Table VII points to no G-family solutions that would correlate with interactions with a magnetic583

monopole elementary particle or that would correlate with a non-zero electric dipole moment for an584

elementary particle. Possibly, the lacks of such G-family solutions correlate with nature not including585

a magnetic monopole elementary particle and with nature not including elementary particles that have586

non-zero electric dipole moments.587

Perhaps, for each hadron for which modeling based on PDE techniques pertains and for which all588

the quarks occupy one state with respect to spatial characteristics, the electric dipole moment is zero.589

(See discussion above regarding PDE-based modeling that correlates with some aspects of the strong,590

electromagnetic, and weak interactions.) We suggest that the neutron and proton are such hadrons.591

D. A prediction for the tauon mass, based on a ratio of the strength of electromagnetism to the592

strength of gravity593

Equation (38) possibly pertains. Here, m denotes mass, τ denotes tauon, e denotes electron, q denotes594

charge, ε0 denotes the vacuum permittivity, and GN denotes the gravitational constant. Based on 2016595

data, equation (38) predicts a tauon mass with a standard deviation of less than one quarter of the596
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standard deviation correlating with the experimental result. (For data, see reference [4].) Possibly,597

a more accurate experimental determination of either GN or mτ could predict a more accurate, than598

experimental results, value for, respectively, mτ or GN .599

β′ = mτ/me (36)

(4/3)× β12 = ((qe)
2/(4πε0))/(GN (me)

2) (37)

β′ = β (38)

mτ, calculated ≈ (1776.8445± 0.024) MeV/c2 (39)

mτ, experimental ≈ (1776.86± 0.12) MeV/c2 (40)

The factor of 4/3 in equation (37) correlates with notions that 2G2 correlates with four so-called600

channels and 4G4 correlates with three channels. For a 2G2 interaction between two electrons, the601

strength for each channel is ((qe)
2/(4πε0))/4 and four channels pertain. For a 4G4 interaction between602

two electrons, the strength for each channel is GN (me)
2/3 and three channels pertain. By extrapolation,603

for Σ = 10 and Γ = Σ, ΣGΓ would correlate with zero channels and no interactions. Regarding equation604

(37), the exponent 12 factors to be 2× 6. The factor of two correlates with two interaction vertices - one605

that excites the carrier of an interaction and one that de-excites the carrier. We note as a pointer to a606

possibly useful research opportunity the possibility that the factor of six correlates with the meaning of607

the six in the name PR006INe.608

E. Other relationships regarding masses of elementary particles609

We discuss approximate ratios for the squares of masses of the Higgs, Z, and W bosons. The most610

accurately known of the three masses is the mass of the Z boson. Based on the ratios (of squares of611

masses) that equation (41) shows, the possibly least accurately suggested mass is that of the W boson.612

Equation (41) correlates with a number that is within three standard deviations of the nominal mass of613

the W boson. (For data, see reference [4].) Reference [2] correlates the numbers in equation (41) with,614

respectively, 17 = 17, 9 = 10− 1, and 7 = 10− 1− 2. Each of zero, one, two, �ve, 10, and 17 correlates615

with a PDE solution for which D
′′

= 2.616

(mH0)2 : (mZ)2 : (mW )2 :: 17 : 9 : 7 (41)

Reference [2] suggests, but does not require, equation (42) as an extrapolation from equation (41).617

Reference [2] also suggests that a threshold energy for producing tweaks may considerably exceed the618

rest energy of a tweak.619

(mH0)2 : (mZ)2 : (mW )2 : (mT 0)2 : (mT±)2:: 51 : 27 : 21 : 9 : 7 (42)

Reference [2] discusses a formula that approximately �ts the masses of the six quarks and three charged620

leptons. The formula includes two integer variables (one of which correlates somewhat with generation621

and the other of which correlates somewhat with charge) and six parameters. The six parameters can be622

me, mµ (or, the mass of a muon), β , α, and two other numbers.623
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Table XV: C, P, and T transformations

Swap Swap Swap pertains
(for each odd j′ for the

and transformation
with j′′ = j′ + 1) T C P
nTAj′′ and nTAj′ - Yes Yes No

- nTA0 and nSA0 No No No
nSAj′ and nSAj′′ - No Yes Yes

F. Neutrino oscillations, neutrino masses, and Majorana neutrinos624

Remarks above suggest that each G-family solution that correlates, per table VIIa, with a TA-side625

SU(3) symmetry and with some interaction with neutrinos can catalyze neutrino oscillations. Monopole626

gravity (or, 4G4) provides one example. Monopole gravity interacts with the property of generation.627

Possibly, neutrinos have zero mass. Possibly, interactions correlating with (for example) 8G8 produce628

observed astrophysical e�ects that people interpret as implying non-zero masses for at least one generation629

of neutrino. (The 8G8 solution correlates with properties such as handedness. The 6G6 solution correlates630

with baryon number and likely with zero interaction with individual leptons. We do not suggest the 6G6631

correlates with perceptions of non-zero mass for neutrinos.)632

Work above correlates with the notion that neutrinos behave like Dirac fermions. Reference [2] proposes633

a means to model Majorana neutrinos. We are uncertain as to whether people will need to model neutrinos634

as being Majorana fermions.635

G. SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) boson symmetries636

Regarding the 2G2⊕2G24 solution (or, traditional physics photon), 2W solutions, and 2U solutions,637

work above suggests an instance-related SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) symmetry, as well as a traditional physics638

interaction-related SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) symmetry. Regarding the instance-related SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1)639

symmetry, the 2G2⊕2G24 solution contributes no symmetry.640

H. CPT-related symmetries641

Our work suggests that, tor ALG models, table XV pertains and extends, from traditional physics,642

concepts of CPT-related symmetries. For example, based on table XV, TA-side symmetry includes643

aspects related to color charge.644

I. The Planck length and a series of formulas for lengths645

We suggest a series of formulas for lengths. One formula includes a factor of m1 and correlates with the646

notion of Schwarzschild radius. The next formula includes a factor of m0 and correlates with the Planck647

length. The next formula includes a factor of m−1 and correlates (when applied to 2W bosons) with648

the range of the weak interaction and (when applied to a proton) with the charge radius and somewhat649

with a range for the strong interaction. The formula for the Planck length is the geometric mean of the650

formulas for the other two lengths. Equation (43) shows the ratio between successive formulas. Equation651

(44) shows, for the electron, that ratio.652

(GN )−1/2m−1~1/2c1/22−1 (43)

(GN )−1/2(me)
−1~1/2c1/22−1≈1.1945Ö1022 (44)

Possibly, our work points does not yet point to physics-relevance for the Planck length.653
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J. Fermion handedness and weak interaction parity violation654

Table III indicates, via the symbol πL0,−1, the notion that known elementary fermions correlate with655

left handedness. Regarding PRnnnINe models for which nnn is not 001, we are uncertain as to whether656

half or none of the ensembles correlate with right-handed elementary fermions. Assuming the scenario657

we discuss regarding producing baryon asymmetry pertains to nature, we are uncertain as to the extent658

fermion handedness and the related weak interaction parity violation correlate with whether matter659

non-neutrino fermions dominate or antimatter non-neutrino fermions dominate. (See table XII.)660

K. General relativity, �atness, and geodesic motion661

Equation (45) summarizes aspects of observations that people correlate with the topic of curvature of662

the universe. (See reference [4].) Possibly, ΩK = 0 correlates with the term �at.663

ΩK ≈ −0.005+0.016
−0.017 (45)

Our work suggests that forces correlating with 4G2468a and 4G2468b correlate with boost symmetry.664

To the extent forces correlating with 4G2468a and 4G2468b dominated the early evolution of the universe,665

�atness might have pertained for the stu� correlating with each ensemble. Similarly, 4G246 correlates666

with boost symmetry and �atness might have pertained for each ensemble for some time after 4G246667

attraction became dominant. Regarding PRnnnINe models other than PR001INe models, attraction668

correlating with 4G4 might have started to provide for clumping between stu� correlating with each669

set of six 4G4-connected ensembles. Regardless, e�ects correlating with 4G246 might have preserved670

large-scale �atness. Possibly, 4G48 does not correlate with boost symmetry. (Our work suggests that671

4G48 does not mediate interactions involving individual elementary particles. That suggestion need not672

correlate with the extent to which boost symmetry pertains regarding interactions with multi-particle673

objects.) Signi�cantly observable deviation from large-scale �atness might pertain for only after e�ects674

correlating with 4G48 became dominant (that is, only for at most a recent few billion years). Discussion675

above correlates the 4G4 solution (or, monopole gravity) with TA-side SU(3) symmetry and with a lack676

of boost symmetry. Possibly, for purposes of modeling, signi�cant deviations from any scale �atness677

pertain only for situations in which 4G4 dominates 4G48.678

For PR048INe models and PR288INe models, the general relativity concept of geodesic motion can679

pertain within PR006INe subsets but not for the entirety of modeling. For example, the sun can de�ect,680

via 4G4, a photon emitted by ordinary matter, but the sun would not de�ect, via 4G4, a photon emitted681

by dark energy stu�.682

Our work suggests nominal elementary long-range forces correlating with Σ ≥ 6 {or, S ≥ 3}. But,683

possibly, under all circumstances, nominal elementary long-range forces for which Σ = 4 or Σ = 2 are684

more signi�cant than nominal elementary long-range forces for which Σ ≥ 6.685

Possibly, concepts such as those we just mentioned point to opportunities for observational and the-686

oretical research regarding each of the following topics and regarding relationships between each of the687

following topics - the domain of applicability of the Einstein �eld equations; the notion that (within those688

equations) the cosmological constant is a constant; the notion and applicability of the concept of the689

Hubble constant; notions regarding geodesic motion; the strengths of forces correlating with the 4G48,690

4G246, 4G2468a, and 4G2468b solutions; and so forth.691

L. The Standard Model692

Reference [2] suggests that, to the extent that satisfying symmetries such as SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)693

boson symmetries su�ces, people might be able to add, to the Standard Model, elementary particles and694

elementary long-range forces that our work suggests. Beyond our use of Poincare-group symmetries our695

work does not, as yet, explore Lagrangian aspects of the Standard Model.696

M. Arrow of time697

Reference [2] suggests a Ψ(t0, r0) that correlates with the TA0-and-SA0 oscillator pair and has simi-698

larities to equation (22). Reference [2] shows that such a Ψ(t0, r0) normalizes for exactly one of incoming699
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radial momentum or outgoing radial momentum. We might expect that people would choose, for mod-700

eling a boson that enters an interaction vertex, normalization for incoming radial momentum. We might701

expect that people would choose, for modeling a boson that exits an interaction vertex, normalization for702

outgoing radial momentum. Possibly, the lack of dual normalization provides insight regarding the topic703

of arrow of time.704

N. Evolution of theories; plus, opportunities regarding observations, experiments, and theories705

Much physics theory has roots in the principle of stationary action and Lagrangian mathematics. Such706

roots correlate with notions of the motion of objects.707

This article shows theory that has roots in the notion of the existence of objects and in Hamiltonian708

mathematics. This article also presents and uses a basis for merging modeling correlating with existence709

of objects and modeling correlating with motion of objects.710

This article suggests, for elementary particles and elementary forces, results that have some parallels711

to the periodic table for chemical elements.712

This article suggests that PR006INe modeling explains observations, about ratios of e�ects of dark713

matter to e�ects of ordinary matter, that PR001INe modeling likely cannot not explain. We suggest that714

people explore the extent to which PR048INe modeling is physics-relevant.715

We suggest that opportunities exist to develop more sophisticated theory and modeling than the theory716

and modeling we present. Hopefully, such a new level of work would provide more insight than we provide.717

We are not aware of observations that our work contradicts. We are aware of candidate theories and718

models with which our work does not comport. Possibly, such candidate theories and models feature719

assumptions that observations do not necessarily support.720

Our work (including this article and reference [2]) suggests possible opportunities for observational721

research, experimental research, development of precision measuring techniques and data analysis tech-722

niques, numerical simulations, and theoretical research regarding elementary particle physics, nuclear723

physics, atomic physics, astrophysics, and cosmology. Our work suggests applied mathematics tech-724

niques that may have uses other than uses we make. Possibly, our work regarding harmonic oscillator725

math and/or relationships between that math and group theory points to under-utilized or new mathe-726

matics.727
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